
Experience Trieste like a local

URBANAUTS partners up with JP Hospitality for unique hotel concept

Vienna, 27 July 2022

URBANAUTS has taken over the operation of the Casa Minelli apartment building that was recently

acquired by the JP Hospitality Investors Club.

In the heart of Trieste’s old town, URBANAUTS is realising a unique hotel concept. Guests staying

in one of the 36 apartments will find every comfort they would expect from a typical hotel. However,

the building’s innovative concept will allow them to live like locals and become true Triestinos for the

duration of their stay.

Unlike at a traditional hotel, there is no breakfast room, restaurant, or bar at Casa Minelli. The

guests are integrated into the neighbourhood and cook for themselves or enjoy the restaurants and

bars in the surrounding area. Or to put it a different way: The hotel’s lobby is the old town of Trieste,

and the guests experience the city as if it were their own. After the self check-in, they decide

whether they would like to order some services individually and can get information about the

offerings available in the neighbourhood from the hotel staff.

The JP Hospitality Investors Club commissioned BWM-Architekten with refurbishing the apartment

building. Casa Minelli will be closed starting on 6 January 2023 so that it can reopen with a whole

new radiance on 15 March 2023 once the work is completed. In the meantime, the hotel experts at

URBANAUTS will develop a brand that embodies the unique aspects of the concept.

Theresia Kohlmayr, managing partner of URBANAUTS Hospitality Group, commented on the new

hotel: “Our concept allows visitors to easily conquer the wonderful city of Trieste. Thanks to

strategic partnerships with businesses in the immediate vicinity, we can guarantee that no key

services are missing. We offer guests the comfort of a hotel and a city experience like home.”



Gebhard Schachermayer, CAM and hotel expert at JP Hospitality, feels that the property serves as

the perfect confirmation of the group’s concept: “Thanks to our clear strategy and a strong team,

Casa Minelli is the fifth acquisition – and the third in Italy – that we have successfully completed this

year.”

URBANAUTS Hospitality GmbH

The company sees itself as a hospitality services provider that enables travellers to experience

authentic urban life and offers hotel products that have little to do with uniform international

structures. URBANAUTS advocates travel “off the beaten track” and is primarily geared towards

people who want to experience the genuine local life up close and personal. https://urbanauts.at

The Investors Club

The JP Hospitality Investors Club is an owner-managed investor group based in Vienna that was set

up around the two founders and managing partners of JP Real Estate Group, Daniel Jelitzka and

Reza Akhavan. Lukas Euler-Rolle (CEO) and Gebhard Schachermayer (CAM) are jointly

responsible for JP Hospitality as managing partners.

JP Real Estate Group currently owns 15 hotels, six of which are in the development phase and nine

of which are already in operation with some 4,100 rooms in European cities and holiday

destinations.

https://jpi.at/hospitality/
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